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mainly applied  
 
Glottochronology: rates  of change in vocabulary 
 wrong estimations of time depths 
Lexicostatistics: genealogical relatedness between languages 
- false positives 
- false negatives 
Applied Linguistics 
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- TwNC Netherlandic Dutch 1999-2002 300 million words 
- LeNC Belgian Dutch 1999-2005 1.3 billion words 
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 10 different lex.sources 
 results from WSM 
 verified with encyclopaedia's 
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profiles: examples 
babyboomer – boomer – geboortegolver  
babysitter – babysit – kinderoppas 
backpacker – rugzakker – rugzaktoerist  
bitch – cunt – teef – feeks – kreng – kutwijf – secreet  
copycat – na-aper – nabootser 
foodie – culi 
freak[fan] – fanatiekeling – fanaticus – fanaat 
freak[weird] – weirdo – zonderling – excentriekeling 
goalgetter – goaltjesdief – doelpuntenmachine 
hacker – co puterkraker 
jobhopper 
jogger 
merchandiser – verkoopadviseur – verkoopstrateeg 
trader – beurshandelaar 
workaholic – werkverslaafde - arbeidsmaniak 
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Automatic extraction 
 
Noise (automatically excluded) 
  
• Proper names  
    (Chicago Bears) 
• Lexicalized Compounds  
      (freak show) 
• Longer stretches of English 
      (he’s such a freak) 
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Polysemy 
 
• manually: polysemous items 
with reasonable frequency    
     (chicken) 
• semi-automatically or excluced: 
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polysemous lexicalisations 
      (maatje) 
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nanny 
329 
81% 
kinderjuffrouw 
79 
19% 
nanny 
backpacker 
376 
29% 
backpacker 
rugzakker 
84 
7% 
rugzaktoerist 
833 
64% 
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lexicalisations for BULL introduced in Dutch in 
haussier 1864 
bull 1914 
stier 1976 
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Resistance to borrowing 
 success of borrowed forms (PRN) 
 
Entrenchment/coreness: 
 concept frequency 
 concept novelty (new/old) 
 
Other predictors: 
 speech economy 
 concept neutrality 
 age loanword 
 region/register/diachronic period 
 
 
 
Regression Analyses 
Dependent variable: success of the anglicism 
 - problem with %: heavy tails due to cap at 0 and 1   
 transform to log(odds)  (without 0/1-cases) 
 - in order to include lectal variation: 6 measuring points 
 
  
One MP per subcorpus: split out for (1) region; (2) register; (3) year 
 measuring point freq. hacker conc.freq angl.perc 
hacker  BD POP   9902 1000 1099 91% 
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hacker  ND QUAL 9902 578 620 93% 
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Mixed effect model; random variable “lexeme” 
needed to take into account multiple measuring points 
 
 
 
   
  
MODEL FOR ENTIRE DATASET 
  fixed only R²: 34.4% 
  mixed  reduction Std.Dev random variable: 21.6% 
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Attenuation 
– proof of concept 
– applicability to comparative historical linguistics? 
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